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S 1. INTRODUCTION

Inage qualities of LCD-TVs using anor-
phous silicon thin filn transistors (a-Si
TFTs) have becone conparable to CRT inages by
the recent renarkable LCD technologJ advance-
nentsD. Projection systen using TFT-LCDs is
one of the nost pronising techniques for high
resolution and large screen TVa ) . TFT-LCDs for
this use nust endure intense light and result-
ing tenperature rise, therefore, higher stabi-
lities on a-Si TFTs as switching elements
should be assured than in conventionat uses.

A threshold voltase shift (AVr) under
prolonged gate bias stress is the faniliar
degradation observed in a-Si TFTss). However

AVr can be reduced to a negligible snall
change by optinizrng driving conditionsa ).

Degradation of sub-threshold character-
istics in a-Si TFTs is a nore inportant and
conplicated issue. This degradation leads to
the degradation of off-characteristicss) in
TFT-LCDs. By testins reliabilities of the TFT-
LCDs under actual operating conditions, we

have found that the polyinide filn used as an
alignnent layer causes the degradation of sub-
threshold characteristics of the TFT.

In this paper, the degradation nechanisn

s-E-26

of sub-threshold characteristics and the
to reduce this effect are presented.

tltay

S 2. EXPERIUENTAL

The a-Si TFT enployed in our experinents
is the inverted-staggered structure with .poly-
inide passivation as previously reportedr,.
The polyinide filn which has a function of an
alignnent layer is forned by an off-set print-
ing nethod to a thickness of about 1000(A).
By changing the nolecular structure or the
curing tenperature, the percentage inidization
of the polyinide filn was varied between 0-100
(tr).

To i.nvestigate the off-characteristics
under the actual operation of the TFT-LCD, rlle

introduce a new evaluating paraneter Vee0.

Figure I shows the definition of Voes which
is the naxinun possible value of off-Ievel for
the gate pulse without causing degradation of
display perfornance.

The TFT-LCD was operated under reliabil-
ity testing conditions of Vo=Zl(V), Vsc=

11.4(V), and Vs=4 or 6(V), and at 60('C). The
definitions of these driving paraneters are
described in the previous reports). VoeE was

always neasured at roon tenperature.
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Anong various factors affecting off-characteristics in a-Si TFT-LCDs, one of the
nost inportant factor is the degradation of sub-threshold characteristics in a-Si
TFTs. Bv testing the reliability of the TFT-LCDs under actual operating condi-tions, we have found that the polyinide filn used as an alignnent layei causes the
degradation of sub-threshold characteristics of the TFT.
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Fis.1 Definition of off-paraneter
Vseo.

S 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 2 shows the operating tine depen-

dence of Voeo shift (AVoee) under the actual

operation of the TI'T-LCD. As operating time

increases, VaeE shifts to the negative. Shen

Vae0 rise down below the initial off-level for
the gate pulse, the degradalion of display
perfornance can be observed. And this critical
point is seen in the shorter tine range with

increasing tenperature.
ile now consider possible nechanisns to

account for this negative shift of Voes. Hole

conduction, which is conmonly seen in the TFT

with no ohnic layer between i-a-Si and source/

drain netal, can be disnissed. Because in our

TFT-LCD, as seen in I'IG.1, transnittance is
saturated and alnost constant with decreasing

Voe. If hole conduction occurs, it should de-

crease rapidly with decreasing Vae.
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Fig.2 Tine dePendence of AVoes
under the actual operation.

Negative shift of Vr is a popular inter-
pretation to account for the effect seen in

our experinents, but negative shift of VeeE

can be observed even when Vr shift can not

likely occur. Figure 3 shows the operating

tine dependence of AVoee with no bias stress

to the TFT. VaeE shifted to the negative under

the DC bias stress between gate and counter

electrodes (negative bias on gate) with no

bias stress to the TFT(Vo=Vs-Vn ). This exper-

inent is not under the actual operation, but

the experinental result suggests that negative

shift of Vr is not a dominant nechanisn for
Vae B shift.
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Fig. g Time dependence of AVe es

with no bias stress to the TFT.

Direct leak between source to drain elec-

trodes through the polyimide filn also can be

considered. Figure 4 shows the gate bias de-

pendence of AVaes after 100 hours of actual

operation and figure 5 the signal voltage
bias dependence. As seen in figures 4 and 5,

AVe es increased with the increase in the neg-

ative gate bias stress, while AVoes was a1-

nost independent of the voltage between source

and drain electrodes. These experinental re-

sults disniss the possibility of direct leak

through the polyinide fi1n.
We propose that the negative shift of

VoeE observed in our experinent [FIG.2l is due

to the degradation of sub-threshold character-
istics in a-Si TFT. This interpretation is
quite reasonable in considering the above ex-

perinental results. But we still must answer

the question of what causes this degradation.
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Fig.4 AVaes as a function of
gate bias under the actual oper-
ation.
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Fig. S AVoeo as a function of
signal voltage bias under the ac
tual operation.

The experinents conducted showed an in-
triguing effect. Figure 6 shows that AVoes
increases with the decrease in the percentage
inidization of the polyinide filn which lies
on the a-Si TFT as an alignment layer. To un-
derstand this result, we have investigated the
electric properties of polyiuide fi,1n in
detai 1.

Figure 7 shows the frequency dependence

of dielectric constant e for the polyinide
filns of various imidization 40-100(tr). As

the percentage inidization decreases, e in-
creases. And as frequency decreases, e in-
creases for any kind of polyinide filn, and

this tendency is nore distinguised in the 1ow-

inidized polyinide filn. It is evident fron
Fis. 7 that the lower inidized polyinide filn
contains nore dipoles and the slow increase of
e in the low frequency region corresponds to
surface polarLzation.
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Fie.6 AVaeo as a function of
Percentage inidization of poly-
inide filn under the actual oper-
ation.
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Fis.7 Prequency dependence of di-
electric constant e for the poly-
inide filn of various inidization.

Based on these experimental results,
tl'e can explain the degradation mechanisn of
sub-threshold chacteristics in a-Si TFT with
polyinide passivation as follows: The a-Si TFT

is biased to the neSative except for very
short on-pulse in the actual operation. At the
back surface of the TPT, the dipoles in the
polyinide filn causes the surface polartzation
which induces electrons in a-Si (back-eate
effect) and causes the degradation of the sub-
threshold characteristics. Figure g shows the
degradation mechanisns schematical ly.
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I'ig.8 Schenatic nodel accounting
for degradation nechanisn of sub-
threshold characteristics.

dependence of e for SiNx. e is alnost con-

stant below 100(kHz) and no surface polar-

ization is observed. Figure 10 shows the oper-

ating tine dependence of AVoeE on the TFT-LCD

in which SiNx lies on the a-Si TfT. As seen in
FIG. 10, AVoe0 is reduced eonpared with the

result in FIG.2.

S 4. CONCLUSIONS

By testine the reliability of the TFT-

LCDs under the actual operation, we have found

that polyinide filn which lies on the TFT as

an alignnent layer causes the degradation of
sub-threshold characteristics of the TFT.

At the back surface of the TFT, the di-
poles in the polyinide filn causes the surface
polartzation which induces the electrons in
a-Si (back-gate effect) and causes the degra-

dation of the sub-threshold characteristics.
To reduce this effect, it has been effec-

tive to grow a layer of SiNx between the TFT

and polyinide filn.
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Fig.9 Frequency dePendence of di-
electric constant e for Passiva-
tion nitride.
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Fig. 10 Time dePendence of AVoes
foi ttre TFT-LCD with Passivation
nitride on the TFT under the ac
-tuaI operation

To reduce this effect, it nay be effec-

tive to lay a good insulator, which causes no

surface polarization, between the TFT and

polyinide filn. fle have tried PECVD silicon
nitride (SiNx). Figure I shows the frequencv
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